
Technical specifications

Raised roof

Gone are the days of heavy-duty steel tubing roof cages,  
longitudinal reinforcements and stringers, perimeter roof rails, and 
steel gussets! The aerodynamic roofline of this Type II ambulance 
is made of lightweight, yet incredibly strong honeycomb composite 
and fiberglass. Its exclusive one-piece construction lightens the 
unit at its highest point, thereby lowering the center of gravity and 
improving road handling. It also offers optimal protection in the 
event of accident or rollover. 

Emergency light system

Strobe, halogen, LED, or rotator lights provide top visibility 
thanks to the largest surface area in the industry and the  
thermoformed and sealed lenses.

Heads-up console

The fully Ford QVM-approved heads-up console is one of the most 
ergonomic in the industry—and one of the safest! It is designed to 
limit distractions and keep the driver’s eyes focused on the road.

Cabinetry

Cabinets are constructed of anodized aluminum alloy extruded  
framing with ABS-molded compartments and feature fully  
adjustable sliding shelf dividers. The lightweight materials  
significantly increase payload capacity without sacrificing overall 
structural strength. Exclusive construction methods also eliminate 
all sharp edges and corners, while smooth ABS finishes help fight 
infection and speed the cleaning process. 

Safety net

A removable safety net at the module’s front end restrains  
occupants in case of accident or severe riding conditions.

Trash container

The “EZ-Flip” trash is foot activated in case attendants have  
soiled hands.

Forewarn lights & speakers

Each Ford-chassis Mirage Light comes standard with a matching 
fiberglass front grille with integrated emergency lights and siren 
speakers.

MIRAGE LIGHT LTE™ 
TYPE II AMBULANCE

The nimble and astoundingly efficient Mirage Light LTE™  
is proof that form should always follow function. Its aerodynamic 
sculpting slices the air while its raised roof made exclusively 
of light composite materials lowers the center of gravity and 
improves handling. And with 1,900 lb. of payload capacity, 
this workhorse offers the power and performance to get the job done!
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Engineered for the long run.™

* Demers Ambulances™ reserves the right to change pricing and modify any vehicle
 specifications, features, or dimensions described herein without prior notice.

KKK-A-1822
 COMPLIANT

™

DIMENSIONS MIRAGE LIGHT LTE™

Overall  

Payload capacity  

Interior dimension  

  

232 x 84 x 96 in  

1900 lb 

63 in headroom
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